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Minimal Guidelines for Wildlife Care and Protection and their Habitats during Tree Works 

 

Wildlife Care, Protection and Habitat Enhancement during Tree Works 
Where does wildlife live in trees? 

Trees are valuable habitat for many Australian fauna species.                                                                                  

Habitat in trees that wildlife uses includes the following: 

- Tree canopy: Birds (foraging, nesting and roosting); fruit bats (foraging 

and roosting); micro-bats (foraging); arboreal mammals (e.g.: possums, 

koalas, gliders – foraging) 

 

- Tree hollows: Parrots and owls (nesting and roosting); micro-bats 

(roosting and breeding); arboreal mammals (e.g.: possums, gliders, 

antechinus – breeding and refuge); arboreal reptiles (refuge, breeding)  

 

-  Loose bark: Birds (foraging); micro-bats (roosting and refuge); reptiles (refuge, breeding), native bees 

for hive development 

 

-  Roots: Ground mammals (refuge, foraging); reptiles (refuge, foraging)  

 

-  Leaf litter: Ground mammals (e.g.: bandicoots, native rodents - foraging, nesting); reptiles (foraging, 

breeding) 

 

- Logs: Ground mammals (e.g.: quolls, antechinus, bandicoots, native rodents – nesting, foraging); reptiles 

(foraging breeding) 

 

- Dead trees: Birds (nesting, foraging, roosting); micro-bats (breeding, roosting); arboreal mammals (e.g.: 

possums, antechinus – refuge, nesting). 

 
 

 
Bird using bark overhang   Native Bees – live in tree 

hollows.                                   
Numbats – live in hollows on the 
ground 
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What to do when tree works are taking place for protection and care of wildlife?  

Wildlife can potentially be living in trees before tree works occur, therefore, it is important to identify and 

relocate wildlife before works and monitor wildlife during and after works.  

The following points apply: 

- Wildlife should be driven from trees before works occur to give 

them time to leave and find other trees for habitat. While 

knocking loudly on trees is a general recommendation for moving 

animals out of trees hollows and cavities it is rarely met with 

success.  Partly because there is nowhere else for the animals to go 

and because the disturbance is in the day time when the animals 

stay hidden as coming out in daylight generally means being eaten. 

Despite the uncertainly of the effectiveness of knocking it is still 

good to knock loudly on trees with habitat areas at least 1 day 

before works for a period of at least 10 minutes – preferably at 

dusk. 

 

- Install alternative habitat prior to tree disturbance. Alternative 

habitat should be installed in nearby trees (or the same tree if only 

pruning occurring) so that animals have a safe place to move too 

fast.  

 

- Investigate potential wildlife refuge and nesting sites.  Obvious tree hollows, loose bark, dead trees 

and logs should be investigated before works. If wildlife is detected contact local wildlife rescue for 

translocation (removal to another nearby location) or continue to attempt to deter the wildlife from the 

site.  

 

- Organise for wildlife carers to be on-hand during tree works. If you are using volunteer wildlife careers 

it is appropriate to provide them with a donation that goes to the on-going cost of feeding and re-

homing wildlife. 

 

- Monitor wildlife during tree works. This is very important as this is the time when wildlife is most likely 

to be stressed during major disturbance. Wildlife will likely flee from the tree which can in turn cause 

displacement, injury or death to the wildlife. Furthermore, if the wildlife remains in the tree they can be 

harmed by the tree works. Therefore, a wildlife rescuer or on-hand staff should be stationed to monitor 

wildlife during the works.  

 

- Don’t Chip the animals!  Often the first sign of animals is when the logs 

with hollows are going in the chipper and the animals flee away from 

the sound and vibration.  LOOK first at any hollows and /or leave them 

on-site or take them to nearby areas where they can stay in one piece. 

Hollows logs are great habitat where ever they are.  If you see one 

Glider (Sugar, Squirrel, Feather-tail etc) you can expect more as they live 

in family groups so definitely stop if you see one. 
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- Care for wildlife disturbed by the tree works. If wildlife is caused to leave the tree during the works 

they should be monitored to ensure they escape to a safe environment. If they don’t, a wildlife rescuer 

should be on-hand to rescue them. If a wildlife rescuer is not on site, use a blanket to capture the 

animal. A carry container with a lid should be kept on-hand with blankets and water. The blanket should 

cover the basket to minimise stress to the animal. The animal should then be released in a safe 

environment or if injured, either a local wildlife rescue centre be contacted or the animal be taken to a 

local vet for treatment. 

 

- Monitor post-works. If an animal is released it should be monitored to ensure safety and protection. 

Furthermore, the tree works should be monitored afterwards to ensure all animals have either left or 

are cared for.  

 

Pruning and

 
Native Bee Habitat  
Native bees live in tree hollows – replacing hollows and providing habitat such as this for other native 
bee species assists in keeping populations sustainable. 

  
Glider in a nest box Micro-bat nest box 
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How to minimise the destruction of wildlife habitat in trees?  

If possible, it is desirable to protect wildlife habitat in trees during tree works to allow re-habitation of local 

wildlife. The following points can assist with this: 

- Prune trees or cut branches above tree hollows and loose bark 

- Choose branches without tree hollows for removal 

- Consider not removing dead branches or branches with lots of loose bark  

 

- How to replace tree habitat? 

Various options are available for replacing tree habitat 

using artificial or natural equipment. 

- Nest Boxes: come in a variety of sizes and shapes 

depending on the species that they are intended for 

use.  

Generally, larger nest boxes are used by large tree 

dwelling (arboreal) mammals and owls; medium-sized 

nest boxes are used by large parrots and gliders; and 

smaller nest boxes are used by smaller parrots and reptiles. Micro-bats prefer nest boxes with slit 

openings at the bottom for them to climb into, whereas other wildlife will enter the hole at the front.  

Specific boxes are made for native bees as well.  

 

- Nest boxes should be placed at least 3m high away from disturbance and protected from direct sunlight 

and prevailing winds.  Different species have different requirements so check with a fauna expert if 

you’re unsure. 

 

- Old hollows and logs: Hollows and stumps that have been removed due 

to tree works are ideal for re-usage if attached and placed correctly. They 

are also cheaper. Old hollows can be fitted to a tree and should be 

placed similarly to nest boxes. Old hollows and logs can also be placed in 

suitable, vegetated areas on the ground. 

- Old jeans: These are great for micro-bats and reptiles that would 

normally roost under tree bark. They can be easily nailed to a tree.      

 

- Re-planting: Tree species that have been removed can be replaced by 

planting tube stock of the same species in areas more suitable. This is 

especially important when working with endangered species and 

communities.     
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Summary Actions 

□ Include Wildlife awareness and care in site inductions and pre work meetings. 

□ Install nest boxes or other habitat (prior to felling) 

□ Disturb trees prior to pruning / felling (1 day before and immediately before) 

□ Arrange Wildlife Carer on-site or at least tools for caring for disturbed wildlife (box, towel, water 

container, local vets phone number) 

□ Monitoring for wildlife during tree works (look in all hollows prior to cutting) Nb. gliders live in 

family groups so where there is one there will be many. If hollows are empty they still may be 

active. Check for feathers, eggs, bones.  

□ Know what to do about injured wildlife. 

□ Stop work if wildlife is encountered and get wildlife into a safe place (see above).   

□ Cut wood and lower pieces in a way that retains hollows  

□ Re-install hollows on other trees or retain on-site and use as ground habitat. 

□ Get connected with surrounding groups including councils who are often seeking hollow logs for 

use in environmental enhancement works. 

□ Plant trees often so that when the old ones have to come out there are sufficient young ones 

already coming up to mature size. 

□ Plant a variety of locally native plants.  The vegetation is the supermarket for the native animals 

and variety is the answer to ensuring there are things flowering year round.   Trees grow best 

when they have other plants at their base and there is no whipper snipping or mowing over 

surface roots and around the trunk. 

 

Summary of Key Actions for Sustaining Native Animals 
1) Plant areas between existing patches to link them 
2) Plant buffers around existing patches 
3) Install educational/ interpretive signs beside habitat areas 
4) Install habitat boxes and monitor their use including for: arboreal mammals, birds and micro-

bats.  Also plant and retain dense shrubs and other Ring-tail Possum ‘dray’ habitat. 
5) Habitat reinstatement to support re-introductions of Antechinus, Bush Rats and Swamp Rats. 
6) Effective management, and community education, about domestic and feral animals. 
7) Retain vegetation – even weed species – until habitat areas are of sufficient size to enable 

fauna to colonise new areas when weeds are being managed. 
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Common Species Identification  

Common Brushtail Possum                                          Long-nosed Bandicoot                                   Common Ringtail Possum   

Medium-sized grey terrestrial bandicoot         

     

           

Sugar Glider Small glider  
 

Feather-tail Glider Very small glider with feathery tail                                                                                                                                                   

 
 
Squirrel Glider Large glider with bushy tail                                                                                                   

 
 
Brown Antechinus   Small carnivorous marsupial  
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Eastern Freetail Bat (microbat).  
Roosts in hollows,  
and loose bark                                                                                                                                                                                     

 
Grey-headed Flying-fox          

 
   
                                                      

 

 
 
 
OWLS  
Barking Owl                                                                                                       

 
 
 
 
Powerful Owl                    

 

    

Masked Owl 
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Useful Contact Numbers: 

Animal Rescue and Care: 

 WIRES: www.wires.org.au   (02) 8977 3327 

 SYDNEY NATIVE WILDLIFE SERVICE: info@sydneywildlife.org.au  (02) 9413 4300 

Advice and supplies (trees, nest boxes etc) 

 Ecological Consultants Australia ecologicalca@outlook.com  (02) 9918 4486                 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wires.org.au/
mailto:%20info@sydneywildlife.org.au
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Quiz 

1) Name four parts of a tree that can be used as homes by native animals? 

 

 

2) What is a micro-bat and where do they live? 

 

 

3) What are the benefits of leaving parts of a tree – rather than removing and stump grinding? 

 

 

4) Name four types of animals to look out for in trees? 

 

 

5) What are 3 things you can do to assist and care for wildlife prior to tree pruning or felling? 

 

 

6) Are you legally required to care for animals? Please explain the reason for your answer. 

 

 

7) What are 3 things to do prior to pruning or felling trees that will assist and care for wildlife? 

 

 

8) When should you collect seed and grow and plant trees? 

 

 

 

Excellent – please give this page to the Training in exchange for your Certificate                                                                                                                                 


